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A recent Journal article 1 found language preference was often unassociated, and English proficiency was consistently associated, with self-rated health-implying these should be modeled separately. A reexamination of this study suggests the reported conclusions depended on erroneous measures and highlights the importance of validity in linguistic studies. Two alternative linguistic indicators, which have stronger face validity, were examined alongside the self-reports used in the original study in a replication using the same National Latino and Asian American Study (NLAAS) data. Interviewers rated respondents' English proficiency as non-English speaking, poor, fair, good, or excellent, and this was used to assess the criterion validity of self-reported language proficiency. Stronger preferences for English should be associated with conducting the survey in English; hence, the survey language measure was used to assess the predictive validity of self-reported language preference. A combined index was computed by standardizing interviewers' reports of English proficiency and conducting the interview in English-so each item weighed equally in the final index-and then summing the resulting quotients (Cronbach a = 0.78). These items were then tested in separate models predicting the 5 categorizations of self-rated health, replicating the original model specification, using ordinal logistic regression. (A complete methodological appendix is available as a supplement to the online version of this article at http:// www.ajph.org.)
All interviewer-rated non-English speakers were misclassified; 75% reported they spoke poor, 18% fair, and 7% good English. This misclassification persisted where overlapping categorization between interviewer and selfreports existed. Among respondents with poor English proficiency, for example, 28% reported fair and 7% good English speaking proficiency. Overestimation tendencies also interfered with self-reported preferences. About 18% of non-English speakers reported using some English, 7% equal parts English and their native language, and 3% mostly English with friends. Respondents who reported speaking only English with friends versus mostly their native language had similar tendencies to interview in English (18% and 17%, respectively). The strong reliability originally reported with other self-reported measures for which no alternative existed, e.g., reading proficiency, suggests these may be similarly biased.
Behavioral measures of English proficiency, preference, and their combined scale, contrary to the original study, had similar significant associations with self-rated health) Figure 1 ). For example, surveying in English versus surveying in another language was associated with a 13% (95% confidence interval [CI] =10, 17) higher probability of excellent health and a corresponding 4% (95% CI = 2, 5) lower probability of poor health. Standardized coefficients were computed to compare the relative effect size across measures, given the variation in measurement units. English proficiency, (B = À0.57; 95% CI = À0.73, À0.42), preference, (B = À0.52; 95% CI = À0.71, À0.34), and their combined scale (B = À0.70; 95% CI = À0.88, À0.52), had statistically indistinguishable associations with self-rated health.
It is well known that self-reports are susceptible to large systematic biases, 2 
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Many studies use self-reported language measures. [1] [2] [3] We cautioned against conflating English proficiency and language preference. 4 We thank Ayers for confirming that English proficiency is related to self-rated health, regardless of whether proficiency is measured via self-report or interviewer assessment. Ayers' main point is that objective indicators of proficiency are more accurate than self-report indicators, 2 a point we made in our paper. 4(p568) Ayers argues that interviewer assessments should have been used as the measure of English proficiency because it is ''objective'' and face valid. As members of the team who collected the data, however, we caution against overstating these assessments. National Latino and Asian American Study (NLAAS) interviewers were welltrained, but they were not trained to assess English proficiency for research purposes. Hence, interviewer assessments have unknown biases. Ayers' analysis of language preference differs from ours. We find that preference is inconsistently associated with self-rated health. Ayers claims this inconsistency is spurious, resulting from our inclusion of survey language. After removing survey language, he finds that preference measures are associated with self-rated health. He assumes that survey language measures preference.
We made a different assumption. We included survey language to control for instrumentation bias related to translation. Although NLAAS uses state-of-the-art translation methods, translations may still be nonequivalent. There is no ''correct'' assumption here, although if anything, our assumption made our analyses too conservative.
Nevertheless, our conclusions were derived after modeling binary and ordinal measures of self-rated health; Ayers considers only the latter. Table 1 replicates our study by modeling binary and ordinal measures of self-rated health, omitting survey language. Our ordinal analyses are consistent with Ayers', yet the binary analysis show that preference is not consistently related to self-rated health. Accordingly, a complete replication supports our original findings.
Moreover, one must not just analyze data, but also interpret it. The ''unilinear'' acculturation perspective predicts a gradient, with bilingual respondents falling intermediate between English and Asian speakers. In Ayers' Figure 1 , the finding for language preference with friends is consistent with the unilinear perspective, but language of thinking or with friends is not. English speakers are not significantly different from non-English speakers. The only difference is between bilingual and non-English speakers. Ayers does not provide a substantive interpretation for these inconsistencies, but very similar results are discussed in our original article. 4(p567) We hope that researchers evaluate the central question of whether proficiency is equivalent to preference. Adding alternative Note. Analyses are similar to Table 3 of Gee et al., 4 except that survey language is not controlled. The sample size was n = 1639.
